Pressure tuning of bond-directional exchange interactions and magnetic frustration in the hyperhoneycomb iridate $\beta$-Li$_2$IrO$_3$
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We explore the response of Ir 5$d$ orbitals to pressure in $\beta$-Li$_2$IrO$_3$, a hyperhoneycomb iridate in proximity to a Kitaev quantum spin-liquid (QSL) ground state. X-ray absorption spectroscopy reveals a reconstruction of the electronic ground state below 2 GPa, the same pressure range where x-ray magnetic circular dichroism shows an apparent collapse of magnetic order. The electronic reconstruction, which manifests a reduction in the effective spin-orbit interaction in $\beta$-Li$_2$IrO$_3$ further away from the pure $J_{\text{eff}} = 1/2$ limit. Although lattice symmetry is preserved across the electronic transition, x-ray diffraction shows a highly anisotropic compression of the hyperhoneycomb lattice which affects the balance of bond-directional Ir-Ir exchange interactions driven by spin-orbit coupling at Ir sites. An enhancement of symmetric anisotropic exchange over Kitaev and Heisenberg exchange interactions seen in theoretical calculations that use precisely this anisotropic Ir-Ir bond compression provides one possible route to the realization of a QSL state in this hyperhoneycomb iridate at high pressures.
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The novel electronic ground states of 5$d$-based compounds driven by spin-orbit (SO) interactions continue to offer an excellent playground for the realization of unconventional quantum phases of matter including topological insulators [1–4] and quantum spin liquids (QSLs) [5–7]. One example of the latter is the nontrivial QSL ground state of the Kitaev model [8], a rare example of a solvable interacting quantum model with Majorana fermions as its elementary excitations. Material candidates for the possible realization of the Kitaev model include honeycomb-based-lattice systems with strong spin-orbit coupling [6,9], such as the two- and three-dimensional honeycomb iridates $\alpha$-Li(Na)$_2$IrO$_3$ [10–16], $\beta$-Li$_2$IrO$_3$ [17–19], and $\gamma$-Li$_2$IrO$_3$ [7,20–22], as well as $\alpha$-RuCl$_3$ [23,24]. However, it is experimentally established that these materials order magnetically at low temperatures [17,18,20,25–27], spoiling numerous attempts to realize the Kitaev QSL. Hence, tuning structure and related intricate interactions present in these materials through chemical or physical pressure provides a potential route to introduce magnetic frustration and realize novel phases of matter.

In this Rapid Communication we have investigated the electronic and structural response of $\beta$-Li$_2$IrO$_3$ to high pressure. X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) measurements at the Ir $L$ edges reveal a dramatic suppression of the isotropic Ir ($L_2$/$L_3$) branching ratio at $P \sim 1.5$ GPa, signaling a reduction in the effective strength of spin-orbit interactions in the 5$d$ band. This is the same pressure at which net magnetization in applied magnetic field collapses [17]. The reconstructed electronic state preserves the $\langle L_2 \rangle / \langle S_z \rangle$ orbital-to-spin moment ratio of Ir magnetic moments and the insulating ground state, indicating that spin-orbit interactions and Mott physics continue to play a key role in driving the electronic ground state. The electronic/magnetic transition is driven by a highly anisotropic contraction of Ir-Ir bonds which alters the relative strength of direct and indirect hopping channels and the related balance of bond-directional exchange interactions. Configuration interaction and density functional theory calculations corroborate that a strong interplay between hopping, Hubbard $U$, and spin-orbit effects is at play, facilitated by the rather large compressibility of this structure relative to that of
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other iridates [bulk modulus $B_0 = 100(8)$ GPa]. Remarkably, *ab initio* calculations on anisotropically compressed lattices based on $J$-$K$-$\Gamma$ spin Hamiltonians [J–Heisenberg, $K$–Kitaev, $\Gamma$-symmetric anisotropic (SA) exchange interactions, respectively] [28] show that SA interactions become dominant at an effective pressure of $P \sim 1.4$ GPa. Since pure SA models lead to largely degenerate ground states in classical models [29,30] and quantum spin liquids in quantum models [31,32], the shift in the balance of bond-directional exchange interactions driven by anisotropic compression may explain the emergence of quantum paramagnetism and provides one possible route for realization of a novel QSL state in compressed $\beta$-$\text{Li}_2\text{IrO}_3$.

The electronic and magnetic state of $\beta$-$\text{Li}_2\text{IrO}_3$ was investigated through Ir $L$-edge XANES and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements on polycrystalline samples at beamline 4-ID-D of the Advanced Photon Source of Argonne National Laboratory. Experimental details can be found in the Supplemental Material [33]. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the isotropic x-ray absorption spectra at the iridium $L$ edges as a function of pressure. Of particular importance in the study of $4d$ and $5d$ oxides is the assessment of the relevance of spin-orbit interactions. The branching ratio $BR = I_{Lz}/I_{L}$ is directly related to the ground-state expectation value of the angular part of the spin-orbit coupling $(L \cdot S)$ through $BR = (2 + r)/(1 - r)$, with $r = (L \cdot S)/n_b$ and $n_b$ the number of holes in the $5d$ states [45]. Figure 1(c) shows the pressure dependence of BR obtained in three independent experimental runs. At ambient pressure, we measured $BR = 4.5(1)$, which strongly deviates from the statistical value of 2, indicating the presence of a strong coupling between the local orbital and spin moments and proximity to a $J_{\text{eff}} = 1/2$ ground state [46,47]. Under pressure, the BR decreases up to 2 GPa and maintains a constant value of $\sim 3$ above 2 GPa. Using $n_b = 5$, $(L \cdot S)$ changes from $2.27(2)\hbar$ at ambient pressure to $1.3(2)\hbar$ at 2 GPa. The reduction in BR coincides with the suppression of net magnetization in an applied magnetic field, as reported in Ref. [17] and in the inset of Fig. 1(c). Temperature- and field-dependent magnetization data, shown in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e), indicate the possible emergence of quantum paramagnetism in the high-pressure phase. Note that the drastic suppression of the BR accompanying the magnetic transition is distinct from what is observed for Sr$_2$IrO$_4$ [47] and BaIrO$_3$ [46,48], where the BR remains intact through the collapse of the weak ferromagnetic ordering at $\sim 17$ and $\sim 4.5$ GPa, respectively.

Additional information on spin-orbit coupling is provided by the ground-state expectation values of $L_z$ and $S_z$ extracted via sum rules analysis of the XMCD data at Ir $L_{2,3}$ edges [49–51]. The pressure-dependent XMCD data at both edges are shown in Fig. 2(a). Noting that the number of holes in $5d$ states ($n_b = 5$) is rather constant under pressure (the sum of $L_{2,3}$ intensity in isotropic spectra does not vary more than 10%), we have decomposed the Ir $5d$ moment into orbital and spin parts [see Fig. 2(b)].$^1$ Although the net orbital and spin magnetization is drastically suppressed by pressure, the orbital-to-spin moment ratio remains constant across the electronic/magnetic transition observed at $\sim 1.5$ GPa. The stability of $\langle L_z \rangle/\langle S_z \rangle$ indicates that the spin-orbit coupling in this material continues to play a key role in dictating the electronic ground state at high pressure.

$^1$The spin sum rule requires knowledge of the magnetic dipole operator ($T_z$). We have determined ($T_z$) at ambient pressure using the spin sum rule with ($S_z$) obtained by subtracting the orbital moment from the net magnetization (SQUID data) at 4 T. Since the point symmetry/space group does not change in the pressure range where the spin sum rule was applied, we used a pressure-independent ($T_z$)/($S_z$) ratio in the spin sum rule to calculate ($S_z$) and ($L_z$)/($S_z$) ratio as a function of pressure.
bient pressure structure and \( U_{\text{eff}} = 2.5 \text{ eV} \) (without magnetic order) give \( \text{BR} = 4.32 \), while calculations using the 3.08 GPa structure with \( U_{\text{eff}} = 1 \text{ eV} \) give \( \text{BR} = 3.45 \) (when considering magnetic order at ambient pressure and \( U_{\text{eff}} = 2.5 \text{ eV} \), BR changes to 4.66; see Supplemental Material for more details [33]). Such a reduction in \( U_{\text{eff}} \) and a concomitant reduction in the effective strength of SO interactions are driven by a change in the Ir-Ir orbital overlap commensurate with the rather large compressibility of this structure, as discussed below. While a \( J_{\text{eff}} \) description remains valid, pressure pushes \( \beta\text{-Li}_2\text{IrO}_3 \) away from the pure \( J_{\text{eff}} = 1/2 \) limit. A reduction in \( \zeta_{\text{sd}} \) of \( \sim 10\% \) can be obtained from the reduced separation between (predominant) \( J_{\text{eff}} = 1/2,3/2 \) bands. Also, the \( J_{\text{eff}} = 3/2 \) character near the Fermi level increases from 16% to 21%; see Ref. [33]. This is in good agreement with results in Ref. [53], where a 22% reduction in \( \zeta_{\text{sd}} \) is seen when \( U_{\text{eff}} \) is reduced twice as much from 3.0 to 0.0 eV without a lattice contraction. Also, since \( J_{\text{eff}} \sim 0.5–1.0 \text{ eV} \), a sizable \( U \sim 1.5–2.0 \text{ eV} \) remains active in the high-pressure phase, explaining the preservation of the insulating gap as seen in transport measurements discussed below. The density functional theory (DFT) calculations show a rather constant \( \langle L_z \rangle / \langle S_z \rangle \approx 3.51 \), in agreement with experiment. Since the lattice structure does not display discontinuities at the electronic transition, the suddenness of the BR collapse is likely a manifestation of the intricate interplay between \( U, \zeta_{\text{sd}}, \) and bandwidth that is a hallmark of this and other iridate systems. We note that other explanations for the BR drop, such as charge transfer from oxygen to Ir sites [54] or strong deviations from octahedral symmetry [33], can be ruled out by our data. We now turn to the structural response in order to seek further insight into the sudden electronic reconstruction and apparent collapse of magnetic order.

Powder and single-crystal x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were conducted at HPCAT beamline 16-BM-D of the Advanced Photon Source and P02.2 beamline of Petra III, respectively. Further details on the collection and analyses of the XRD data are given in the Supplemental Material [33]. No structural phase transition is observed to 3.7 GPa, which encompasses the electronic phase transition observed around 1.5 GPa. A new phase clearly emerges above 4.05 GPa. The pressure-dependent lattice parameters were refined using single-crystal data as \( T = 5 \text{ K}, H = 4 \text{ T} \). The data were collected at \( T = 5 \text{ K}, H = 4 \text{ T} \). (b) Pressure dependence of the ground-state expectation values of \( L_z \) and \( S_z \) for two independent experimental runs (run 1, solid symbols; run 2, open symbols). The inset shows the \( \langle L_z \rangle / \langle S_z \rangle \) ratio as a function of pressure [17,52].

We now investigate the mechanism driving the reconstructed 5d state at high pressure. Since XANES probes all the empty 5d states, the measured \( \langle L \cdot S \rangle \) includes contributions from a single hole in the \( J_{\text{eff}} = 1/2 \) state \( \langle L \cdot S \rangle \approx 1 \) and four holes in the \( c_p \) states \( \langle L \cdot S \rangle \approx 4 \times 3\zeta_{\text{sd}}/10Dq \). Here, \( \zeta_{\text{sd}} \) is the strength of the effective spin-orbit interaction and \( 10Dq \) the octahedral crystal field \( \zeta_{\text{sd}} \ll 10Dq \). Configuration interaction calculations indicate that a reduction in \( \zeta_{\text{sd}} \) from 0.25 to 0.1 eV between pressures of 1.3 and 1.7 GPa can reproduce the BR data [33], although a physical explanation for such a strong reduction in \( \zeta_{\text{sd}} \) in these atomic calculations is not apparent. Density functional theoretical calculations, which properly account for band effects, provide additional insight. As has been shown for both \( \alpha\text{-RuCl}_3 \) [30] and \( \beta\text{-Li}_2\text{IrO}_3 \) [53], electron correlations \( U_{\text{eff}} = U - J_H \) where \( U \) is the on-site Coulomb repulsion and \( J_H \) is Hund’s coupling) have a significant impact on the effective strength of spin-orbit interactions in the 5d bands, hence on BR. Calculations on \( \beta\text{-Li}_2\text{IrO}_3 \) with an amo.
is no longer present above ~1.5 GPa [57], the same pressure where the (in-field) XMCD signal is strongly suppressed, pointing to a common ground state. Since XMCD probes net magnetization, it cannot directly rule out ordered phases with mute dc susceptibility. However, the strong suppression of the magnetic ordering temperature of β-Li2IrO3 at 1.0 GPa (from ~38 K to ~15 K) [17] suggests vanishing of magnetic ordering at the electronic transition. This is confirmed by temperature- and field-dependent XMCD measurements which show no signs of magnetic ordering and a paramagnetic response in applied magnetic field [Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)]. These results point to a magnetically disordered state with strong magnetic correlations, i.e., a quantum paramagnet or QSL state. In the absence of strong magnetic correlations, one would observe a high magnetic susceptibility and sizable XMCD signal originating from a field-induced alignment of local moments. The XMCD signal of ~1.5% observed at the L1 edge in the magnetically disordered phase at $H = 4$ T and $T = 5$ K corresponds to a field-induced moment of about ~0.04 $\mu_B$/Itr. This is inconsistent with an uncorrelated paramagnetic state which would display a nearly tenfold increase in induced moment under such $H/T$ conditions and provides strong support for the presence of interacting, localized moments which do not order as a result of frustrated exchange interactions. That the system remains insulating to 7 GPa lends further support to the presence of interacting local moments above 2 GPa.

The effect of pressure on lattice structure, local moment, and intricate exchange couplings in β-Li2IrO3 was recently investigated using ab initio density functional theory calculations [28]. It is found that anisotropic compression of Ir-Ir bonds forming the hyperhoneycomb network significantly alters the relative strength of direct and indirect hopping channels between $d$ orbitals. In particular, a large increase in $t_{dd\sigma}$ hopping with pressure causes the bond-directional symmetric anisotropic (SA) exchange interaction ($\Gamma$ in $J - K - \Gamma$ spin Hamiltonians [31]) to become dominant over Heisenberg ($J$) and Kitaev ($K$) interactions. Remarkably, this crossover takes place at an (effective) pressure of $P = 1.4$ GPa. It has been shown that pure SA interactions lead to a macroscopically degenerate manifold of classical ground states in hyperhoneycomb [three-dimensional (3D)] lattices [58], a signature of frustration [29]. Quantum calculations on finite size honeycomb [two dimensional] lattices also confirm the absence of magnetic order in pure SA models [58], and it was recently suggested that this ground state continuously connects to the Kitaev QSL in the presence of bond anisotropy [32].

Our single-crystal XRD experiments at high pressure show the same type of $(X, Y)$- and $Z$-bond anisotropic compression seen in the theoretical calculations despite the lack of exact agreement in the compressibility of the lattice parameters. This lends support to the SA interaction model put forward in Ref. [28] as one possible mechanism explaining the apparent disappearance of magnetic order in β-Li2IrO3. Since the electronic reconstruction accompanies disappearance of magnetic order while keeping a finite charge gap (with no change in lattice symmetry), it is possible that a 3D spin-liquid state is stabilized under increasing strength of the bond-dependent SA interactions under pressure. Probing the electronic and magnetic ground state that emerges in the
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**Fig. 3.** Pressure dependence of (a) lattice parameters and (b) $X$, $Y$, and $Z$ bond lengths, all normalized to ambient pressure values. Note that in the Fdddtz space group, $X$ and $Y$ bond lengths are equal by symmetry. (c) Hyperhoneycomb structure of Ir atoms in $\beta$-Li2IrO3. The blue $X$ and $Y$ bonds form the zigzag chains in the hyperhoneycomb network. The red bonds represent the $Z$ bonds which bridge the zigzag chains. The structure was visualized via VESTA software [55].
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high-pressure phase with other techniques, such as resonant inelastic x-ray scattering or inelastic neutron scattering, may shed additional details on whether the magnetic excitations are indeed nontrivial, as expected for a QSL state.
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[33] See Supplemental Material at http://link.aps.org/supplemental/10.1103/PhysRevB.96.140402 for details on the experimental methods used in collecting XRD, XANES/XMCD, and resistivity data at high pressures, and theoretical calculations including configuration interaction, cluster, and density functional theory calculations, which includes Refs. [34–44].


[52] The spin sum rule requires knowledge of the magnetic dipole operator $\langle T_z \rangle$. We have determined $\langle T_z \rangle$ at ambient pressure using the spin sum rule with $\langle S_z \rangle$ obtained by subtracting the orbital moment from the net magnetization [superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) data] at 4 T. Since the point/symmetry space group does not change in the pressure range where the spin sum rule was applied, we used a pressure-independent $\langle T_z \rangle/\langle S_z \rangle$ ratio in the spin sum rule to calculate $\langle S_z \rangle$ and $\langle L_z \rangle/\langle S_z \rangle$ ratio as a function of pressure.


[54] In a hypothetical scenario, a transition to a fully occupied $J_{\text{eff}} = 1/2$ (Ir$^{5+}$, 5d$^6$) state would also result in a sizable reduction in BR [46], but the required charge transfer energies are unphysical and we do not observe an energy shift of the leading absorption edge or peak absorption with pressure.


